The Rock River Coalition’s

Testing the Waters: A Paddle and
Probe Adventure
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Introduction
The Rock River Coalition organized an 11 day paddling event on the Rock River testing the water quality
from Mayville to Beloit. The goal was to engage communities of the Rock River Basin by exploring water
quality issues, recreational opportunities and the role of the public in water conservation. This was
accomplished by collecting, analyzing and sharing water quality data with specially designed boat mount
equipment that attached to a kayak. The water testing component was paired with inviting the community

to paddle along with our probe each day, organizing educational community events, and providing
educational programs in local schools.
The probes tested for pH, conductivity, temperature and dissolved oxygen every ten seconds and uploaded
the results via smartphones to a real-time map at www.testingwaters.org. Periodic grab samples for
analysis of nutrients were also taken at key locations along the route to give a more detailed view of the
river.
The associated educational community events were open to anyone who wanted to learn more about water
quality in the Rock River, what is being done to improve it, and what communities and people are doing
to make a difference. All programs included a look at water quality in the Rock River, both from a
historical perspective and from up-to-the-moment data that our paddlers are collecting each day.
Rachel Terracina and Karl Brandstaetter, UW-Whitewater Science Outreach students, met with 429 K
through 12th-grade students in 7 different schools.
Overall, the event was a success! The Rock River Coalition was able to gather essential water quality data
as well as increase awareness of water quality in communities within the Rock River Basin. More than
30,000 data points were gathered, 60 phosphorus samples taken, 10 community programs held with 90+
in attendance and about 50 paddlers and added 18 new memberships.
For more information contact: info@rockrivercoalition.org

The Team
Logistics Team: Testing the Waters was initiated by Suzanne Wade, the TTW Project Coordinator and
longtime RRC board member. Suzanne carried out most of the initial planning and development in the
two years leading up to the event. Two months before the event she hired two Logistics Coordinators,
Jojo O’Brien and Caitlin Peterson, to work a combined total of 260 hours. Jojo worked approximately 40
hours before the start of the event on publicity, media communications, and food preparation. Caitlin
worked about 10 hours before the start of the event on communications with event facilities and speakers.
The rest of their time was spent producing reports and communications as well as coordinating public
events, food, transportation, and lodging for the RRC team. Ingrid West served as the TTW administrative
assistant, handling registrations and website maintenance. Lori Compas provided valuable photography
and communications expertise and assistance.
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Planning Team: The early stages of Testing the Waters development began over two years before the
event took place. Much of the initial planning and development was conducted by a team of: Suzanne
Wade, Rock River Coalition; Eric Compas, Director Pangea, the GIS Lab, UW-Whitewater; Anna
Courtier, Science Outreach Coordinator, UW-Whitewater; Patricia Cicero, Jefferson County Land and
Water Conservation Department Water Resource Specialist for; Greg Farnham, Rock River Trail
Initiative Coordinator; Dave Hoffman, Rock County Parks Community Coordinator; Mark Riedel, WI
DNR TMDL Project Manager; and Joe Van Rossum, UW-Extension Natural Resources Educator.
Data Collection Team: UW-Whitewater professor and RRC board member Eric Compas worked before
the event to develop the data collection arrays which were attached to the kayaks. In order to ensure the
quality of the water quality data, two probes were built. A UW-Whitewater undergraduate, Jeff Smyczek,
was hired to paddle with Eric Compas to help with the equipment and have a backup probe in case one
malfunctioned, as well as to assist with GIS analysis. An engineer with the City of Beloit’s stormwater
engineering department, Bill Frisbee, also paddled with the group to collect point-source samples for
nutrients, and a local expert paddler, Sandy Thorpe, volunteered her time to help navigate the river and
help less-experienced paddlers who join the paddle each day. Sandy also served as a safety backstop on
the water by sweeping the river and being ready to paddle quickly for help if needed.
UW-Whitewater undergraduate Tyler Tomaszewski worked remotely from Whitewater to manage the
web server, and Porter Vande Voort assisted with GIS analysis and managed the TTW social media
accounts.
Outreach Team: Anna Courtier, UW-Whitewater Science Outreach Coordinator, developed outreach
activities to be carried out in schools along the paddling route. UW-Whitewater undergraduates Rachel
Terracina and Karl Brandstaetter were hired to conduct these programs.

What was learned:


Logistics and planning would have gone smoother throughout the event if “city captains” had
been organized for the major river cities along the way. While members of the planning team
covered some cities when it came time to post flyers, more was needed to engage locals. Our best
turnouts were in community events where someone(s) was actively involved in the planning.



Social media coverage should have been the responsibility of one designated person early in the
planning process. This person would be dedicated to creating posts and getting a following. This
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would have ensured a more constant, long-term social media presence about the event. The most
efficient way to accomplish this would have been having an RRC staff person dedicated to social
media, not just for this event but all RRC events. This would ensure a lasting presence with
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.

Initial Development
The original idea for paddling the river, using an array occurred at the 2014 RRC annual meeting. Eric
Compas brought in a prototype monitoring array and gave a brief presentation about its possibilities. Eric
and Suzanne Wade continued to discuss the project bringing it before the RRC Board later in 2014.
Once the idea of developing a paddle and probe event covering the entire Rock River was approved by the
Rock River Coalition Board with Suzanne Wade agreeing to be the project coordinator as a volunteer,
planning began in earnest.
Suzanne invited a number of people to a planning meeting, during this meeting it was agreed to pursue a
DNR River Planning Grant and to hold the event approximately 20 months later in the spring of 2016.
The team, as listed above, tried to meet monthly over conference calls, but conflicting schedules made
that difficult. Most of the planning was done by individuals sharing information via email. This worked
ok, and saved a lot of travel time, but a few more in-person meetings would have been valuable in sharing
duties and decisions.
First items of business were writing the DNR River Planning Grant, which allowed the RRC to purchase
the components for the array and to develop the web-based map. It also had a small amount of funding for
printing and mileage to promote the event.
Once the name was selected, the team discussed general preferred
aspects of a logo. One of the planning team members, Patricia Cicero
had a friend who donated the logo design. There were about four backand-forths between him and Suzanne and between Suzanne and the
Committee before the final design was selected. The team purposefully
chose a name and logo that could be used by other groups who wanted
to replicate the project.
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Suzanne contacted all chambers of commerce, convention bureaus, civic groups such as Kiwanis and
Lion’s groups and lake associations near the route to explain the project and to offer a presentation to their
group. Only two, the Beloit and the Watertown Rotary groups invited her to talk to them. She also talked
to the Rock River Stormwater Group, the Lakes and Citizen Based-Monitoring Convention and had
meetings with individuals.
Suzanne also sent emails to the top elected official, administrative staff, parks, public works, WWTP, and
planning staff explaining the project and offering to provide more information.
She also began to send out many sponsorship requests, sending out roughly 4 a week over 6 months.
A second River Planning Grant was written, which was primarily focused on hiring students to work on
the paddle and monitoring, community events and school programs. At about the time we were told we
would be awarded the grant, several things happened which had us continually re-examining the budget
and asking for changes. In the end, the DNR Planning Grant primarily funded two logistics coordinators
who started in May, plus mileage and truck rental.
The Science Outreach Coordinator had funds for one student to work with schools, Then an unexpected
grant opportunity through UW-Whitewater ended up funding four students, one whose responsibility was
primarily the paddle and array, along with community events, one to work primarily back at the GIS
server at UW-W, although he did do some paddling and videoing of one community event. The grant
funded an additional student to work with schools during the event as well.
Initial planning was sporadic and general, about nine months before the event planning for specific
aspects of the project increased, those stories are told in subsequent sections.

What was learned:


One person working 25% time for the first year can do a significant amount of work. However,
about nine months before the event minutia can take up an amazing amount of time. Suzanne
spent large amounts of time on items such as cleaning up the database and finding contact names
and information. A skilled assistant starting about nine months before the event would have
resulted in a more fluid project, with increased attention to early publicity and partner
development.
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Route Planning
This seems simple, but understanding the river, the portages, areas of concern such as dams, motor boat
traffic and large lakes with possibility of whitecaps and wind fetch was critical.
The array limitations of travel at no more than 2.5 miles/hour determined the distance per day that could
be traveled. Early in the event, we scheduled shorter days, since we had concerns that the array could
have problems and could take up considerable time. Luckily this didn’t prove to be the case.
After Suzanne took a first crack at possible paddle day lengths, Greg Farnham, Rock River Trail Initiative
corrected a few errors and the group agreed on a two week paddle with two days set aside as rain days.
Later, it was determined that we would end in Beloit instead of continuing for three days into Illinois, the
route was changed to a ten day paddle, with no scheduled rain days. It was decided that with two arrays,
we would discuss rescheduling if we had to cancel a day for any reason.
In the end the short days of 7.7 miles were slightly too short and the 17.3 day was taxing, especially with
a community event to follow.
The ideal schedule would have us doing about 10 - 11 miles/day
To keep the schedule easy for those who might paddle with us to remember, we decided to begin each day
at 9:00. That was slightly too early with the need to shuttle cars and calibrate equipment. We did allow
part day participation, but describing this became too complicated for printed materials. Below is our
schedule.
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What was learned:


Before publicizing the schedule, all portages should be double-checked to ensure that they can be
done by the public. If not, the schedule should be re-arranged. This issue occurred in Mayville
and wasn’t in our printed materials, which caused logistical issues.



Have someone very knowledgeable about the paddle locations provide you with current status of
barriers such as logjams. We had several people who contacted us to help and provided us
valuable intel on the routes.



Try to shuttle everyone before the day begins. That may mean starting registrations an hour
before the paddle start time (for us that was supposed to be 9:30, but equipment calibration and
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other issues often pushed us back). Please see the additional discussion about this issue under the
Registration heading.

Equipment and Data
The water quality arrays, developed by Eric Compas, were designed to monitor water quality using four
different metrics including dissolved oxygen, pH, electrical conductivity, and temperature. A cell phone,
connected to the water quality array through bluetooth, was then used to trigger a reading from the probes
every ten seconds. The data is retrieved and the cell phone attaches a GPS location, which is then sent
back to the servers at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater and uploaded to the Testing the Waters
dashboard, also developed by Eric Compas. The dashboard enabled the general public to connect with the
event virtually by viewing our locations as well as the values that the probes were reading, shown on the
map and graph. Pictures and social media updates on the dashboard also allowed users to experience the
drastic changes of the river without actually being present.
The arrays worked well throughout the extent of the paddle suffering only minor damage. The probes
endured rocks, trees, and constant pressure from the paddlers. Although physical damage was not much of
an issue, technology still proves to be a weak link in the process of sending data real time. After eleven
days of paddling down an arduous Rock River, the arrays worked better than expected with only a few
technological difficulties.
Phosphorus Samples
Mike Sorge of the DNR and Eric Compas worked out a plan for capturing phosphorus data along the trip.
It was agreed to collect a sample at the beginning and end of each day, after portaging a dam and before
and after a confluence with a major river or an impaired stream. This ended up being 60 samples
collected.
Suzanne contacted wastewater treatment plants along the way and eight agreed to process the data. These
included: cities of Horicon, Oconomowoc, Watertown, Jefferson, Fort Atkinson, Janesville and Beloit.
Results can be found at testingwaters.org and in Appendix B.
The samples had to be stabilized down to a pH of 2 with sulfuric acid and then kept on ice. This was a
small but important detail for the logistics coordinators to deal with. We had to be sure we had enough ice
each day for the coolers and for the phosphorus samples. The logistic coordinators also had to arrange for
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either the samples to be dropped off at the WWTP or for one of their technicians to meet us at the end of
the day.

What was learned:
•

Overall, the sampling probe arrays and geographic information systems (GIS) server worked
wonderfully thorough the project.

•

Spotty cellphone coverage created some gaps in the data, as we were mapping in real time.

•

We did find some discrepancies between values recorded from the two arrays that warrant further
investigation. This highlighted the need for careful calibration.

•

The calibration procedure requires full attention as it is easy to miss essential steps while
distracted. Calibration was more time consuming than had been budgeted for.

•

Paddling with the general public and other paddlers posed minor issues at times. Since our pace
was a bit slower than that of typical paddlers, we often had issues with keeping the other boats
behind the kayaks with the arrays (to minimize disturbance of the water).

•

Extra time should be allotted for setting up the arrays and rounding up all the paddlers before
departure.

•

Doing immediate mapping was amazing, and many people followed us online, but that should not
be an expectation for future trips as it was very expensive, and could not have been done without
the support of UW-Whitewater GIS staff and students.

•

The phosphorus samples were important and easy to take, except for having to stabilize them with
sulfuric acid.

•

Probes to measure nitrogen and turbidity would be good additions to the array.

•

Other laboratory parameters could be measured if of interest to the partner organizations and if
the WWTP would be willing to analyze for them.
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The Paddle
The four through-paddlers were joined each day by volunteers/paid participants from the planning team
and community. Community paddlers were required to bring their own kayaks, PFDs, and paddling gear,
and RRC provided them with water and energy bars as well as the service of shuttling their car to the
take-out. The paddle provided many opportunities for informal education and conversations about water
quality between through-paddlers and community paddlers. RRC member volunteers were asked to pay
ten dollars to support the event, and non-members were asked to contribute thirty dollars, which included
a year-long RRC membership. A fifty dollar cap was set on this donation request to facilitate the
involvement of larger households and families.
Volunteers were able to register in advance on the Rock River Coalition website or by calling the Rock
River Coalition, and the administrative team arrived at the launch site 30 minutes before departure time
each day for last-minute registrations.
Each day the paddlers the group paddled 8-17 miles maintaining a 2.5 mile/hour pace to ensure the
accuracy of the probes. Paddling days ranged in length from four to nine hours. Generally, the paddlers
traveled the river in kayaks, but sometimes canoes were used to accommodate community members who
wanted to paddle with us.
The RRC hoped to have more community participation in the paddle. Many days, only our core team was
paddling down the river and even on the weekends we only had a few community members register to
paddle.

What was learned:
•

RRC had two back-up canoes that we brought on the trailer to each event. These were primarily
for use by dignitaries, media, or our organizers. However, it would have made logistics easier had
one been a kayak. This would have allowed single community members to join the paddle
without having to find a second paddler or taking a logistics staff member away from their other
duties.

•

The majority of kayak rental places along the Rock River do not allow renters to take their kayaks
off their property. Therefore, it proved logistically difficult for some community members to join
who did not own their own kayak or canoe. Rutabaga was an option in the Madison area that
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allowed off-property rentals. If the RRC would have acquired a few kayaks by loan or rent, they
could have made them available. However, serious consideration would need to be taken
regarding how these would be used, who could use them, and what would the RRC liability
exposure be if they were unskilled kayakers.
•

Several community members mentioned that the fee to paddle with the group deterred them from
participating. [Note: The cost to the RRC was $20 for each shuttle vehicle used, not counting staff
time.] We felt the fee was reasonable considering the fees other events of this sort typically
charge. Nevertheless, this payment may have deterred college-age and other younger paddlers
from participating. We see some potential solutions: the fee could have been framed as a
requested donation, or paddlers could have been allowed to join for free but a $15-$25 shuttle fee
per vehicle imposed. (Shuttle fees by local paddle businesses are generally $30 or more.)

•

Some on the planning committee felt that providing RRC gear to people who registered (stickers,
water bottles, t-shirts, etc.) could have made the paddling fee seem more justified. However, this
could happen only with additional targeted sponsorships as our current heavy-duty, two-sided tshirts cost about $17 each to produce. The only other item the Coalition currently has is a blue
glass purchased for our 20th anniversary celebration, and we used those as thank-you gifts for
speakers during the event.

•

Some thought providing the materials for community paddlers to pack a sandwich may have also
helped lure in more people. This would have been inexpensive, however a slightly more
logistically difficult way to provide more to community paddlers. However, the fee barely
covered the cost of participants to join us, and any additional service would require additional
sponsorships or increased fees.

•

Clear communication amongst administrative staff about how many volunteers to expect each
day, and whether or not they’d already paid, would make the registration process more efficient.

•

Feedback from those community members who did join the paddle was overwhelmingly positive.

Publicity
In order to raise awareness and promote both the paddling and community event attendance, logistics
coordinator Jojo O’Brien emailed a preliminary media advisory to newspapers and radio stations to let
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them know of the Testing the Waters: A Paddle and Probe Adventure event. After that, five weeks before
the event she began calling local newspapers and radio stations to ensure they had received the email and
answer any questions. Jojo asked newspapers to run stories to promote the event leading up to it, and
asked for coverage of both the paddling and community events in real time. Project coordinator Suzanne
Wade spoke on multiple live radio shows where she promoted the event and encouraged listeners to
paddle and attend community events.
Two weeks before the event the logistics coordinators sent another media advisory focused on the water
quality components of the event. The advisory contained information about the probe as well as about the
benefits of a real-time water quality tracking system for stakeholders in the Rock River Basin.
Jojo fielded calls from local media that wrote stories about the Testing the Waters event, and organized
those who were interested in paddling along with the group for coverage. A week before the event, she
sent out county-specific media advisories detailing speakers and themes of the community events, as well
as the schedule for school educational events. A few additional radio stations scheduled live show
segments to promote the event.
Suzanne Wade, Jojo O’Brien, and a dedicated group of volunteers posted fliers for the event at boat
launches, outdoor-themed stores, municipal buildings, community spaces and other key areas of interest
to spread the word.
Different newspapers provided coverage of both the kick-off and wrap-up celebrations. The Janesville
Gazette created a video highlighting our kick-off and departure, and there was some media presence at
several days’ launch sites. On multiple occasions newspaper reporters paddled along with the team in
order to help write a more detailed article on the event. We also received TV reporting coverage from
channels 3 and 15 from the Madison area the day we paddled into Janesville.

What was learned:
•

Media and social media coverage of an event of this scale requires a dedicated position to make
sure a broad and consistent message is coming from the project.

•

The team needs to better prepare for media coverage by holding a media preparedness training
event in advance.
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•

Beginning social media coverage sooner may have helped to attract a younger generation. It
would have been helpful to work on augmenting the RRC’s Facebook followers 6-8 months
before the event and have started both a Twitter and Instagram account to reach a larger audience
with their posts.

•

It may have been helpful to foster connections with other outdoor-based organizations (REI,
Rutabaga etc.) to help promote our event. Although many RRC partners including River Alliance,
Wisconsin Wetland Association, WDNR and others did share our Facebook posts. Rutabaga was
a sponsor, and had our brochures at their store and at Canoecopia, but earlier connection might
have meant inclusion in their printed materials.

•

The use of Twitter and Instagram would provide a platform to broadcast individuals’ (both
community members and through-paddlers) experiences with the event through the use of
hashtags.

•

Some felt that creating a Facebook event page for Testing the Waters, separate from the RRC
Facebook page, would allow individuals to feel more connected to the event and allow
administrative staff to provide updates and reminders to hundreds of community members at a
time. This would also allow for easy sharing of information with those not already connected to
the RRC, because individuals’ choices to “attend” or be “interested in” Facebook events are often
visible to others in their social network. However the planning committee did not want to do this
since the whole point of the event was to promote the RRC, not TTW. So again, this is something
to discuss prior to this type of event in the future. The RRC did have a major increase in likes and
shares on their Facebook page during this event.

Registration
An event of this magnitude has many administrative demands, including on-line registration and program
description, handling food, lodging and transportation
First order was to try to build a webpage that adequately described the project, including how to
participate in the paddle, the community events, school events and the online map and social media.
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This was daunting, finally we used a combination of links on the highlight on the homepage, a webpage
with accordion tabs, where people could click on the one they were most interested in and a registration
site.
In trying to keep the price down we had a maximum per family price. We didn’t charge media, dignitaries
such as elected officials, and organizers. We also provided sponsors a free paddle days based on their
donation with one for donations of $100 - $499 and four for donations of $500 or greater.
This complicated registration, so we did not use a direct pay feature. The plan was for the paddlers to
register, and a confirmation and a PayPal invoice would be sent.
We used a Wordpress macro called Flamingo to collect this data. It was supposed to send the information
directly to our administrative email. This did not happen as expected, in addition our administrator was
having issues with her gmail. Many people complained that they had registered and never received a
confirmation. The project coordinator received many phone calls and emails asking about this. This ended
up being the only major problem in the entire project.
The complicated website also left a number of people confused and didn’t adequately highlight events
such as the community programs or generate the enthusiasm we had hoped for.
The program coordinator did most of the website work, except for the registration pages and setting up the
accordions. She was not trained in visual design and how to make the webpage easy to navigate and
generate interest. Time constraints between when details were completed and when the website needed to
be up added to the issue.
Travel, Food and Lodging
In order to save time driving to and from the Rock River each day, the RRC organized lodging for
through-paddlers each night. Lodging was a mix of county park campgrounds and homes of RRC board
members and friends. Dodge County waived the parking fees for the four nights we were their.
When possible, team members stayed in the same location two nights in a row to minimize time spent
setting up and taking down camp. As the paddle moved to areas closer to where people lived, they often
went home for those nights.
To make sure everyone would be comfortable and well fed, the logistics coordinators spoke with each
paddler to ensure that they had the proper materials (tent, kayak, other camping gear), checked to find out
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about any dietary restrictions, and also asked about the logistics of their cars and arrival. Once this
information was gathered, the coordinators began to figure out meals and how vehicles would be shuttled
for paddlers during the event.
With a $1,400 budget for food, the logistics coordinators planned out simple breakfasts of cereal and
bagels, and supplied sandwich fixings for everyone to create and pack their own sandwiches for the day.
Simple dinners were planned (tacos, chili, spaghetti, barbeque chicken sandwiches) so that they could be
cooked easily in a crock pot and be prepared with little effort. The logistics coordinators purchased most
of the food from Woodman’s at the beginning of the event to keep costs low, and resupplied as needed
from grocery stores along the route. Food was packed into plastic tubs and then into a trailer for
transportation during the event.
Most through-paddlers brought a car to the event, and the team attempted to carpool whenever possible.
RRC rented one pickup truck capable of pulling a kayak trailer so that all through-paddler’s boats as well
as the two spare canoes could be transported by one vehicle. At the start of each day, through-paddlers
drove their cars to the take-out and were shuttled to the put-in by one of the coordinators. (unless it was a
two-night stay in the same location, then they were driven to the launch site and back to the overnight
location.) Any volunteer paddlers arrived at the put-in to register, drove their cars to the take-out and were
shuttled back by a coordinator. At the end of the day, paddlers were met at the take-out by a coordinator
to assist with any additional shuttling.

What was learned:
•

Registration needs to be foolproof. The questions about confirmations and the issues with not
knowing who to expect each day caused regular headaches.

•

Someone who really understands the website should be in charge of setting up the registration
pages.

•

The RRC asked for volunteers to help shuttle paddlers. This incredible service was underutilized
in part because it was hard to plan the shuttle without knowing how many people would register
on the spot in the morning. Also we often didn’t know until that morning or the day before that a
volunteer was coming. Originally, our plan was to shuttle people after the paddle, but with
volunteers showing up at the beginning, this was changed. This was most difficult in the first few
days when the logistics team was gauging the amount of people who would arrive to paddle daily.
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This problem was exacerbated by the malfunctioning online registration and forced the logistical
coordinators to stay extra flexible in regards to shuttling and morning logistics.
•

Once the decision was made to shuttle in the morning, it caused additional problems as we did not
plan enough time in the schedule for this, or notify our paddlers about this. When the shuttle will
occur, should be decided in advance, communicated with paddlers, and then not changed.

Community Events
The Testing the Waters team hosted ten public events in communities along the paddling route: a kick-off
celebration, five evening presentations, two lunch programs, an evening picnic, and a wrap-up
celebration. The primary goals of these events were to build community awareness about water quality,
recruit membership for the Rock River Coalition and recruit volunteers for Testing the Waters. Programs
also served as an opportunity to fundraise for the Coalition.
These events took place in parks and public facilities. The logistics coordinators set up each evening
program to include merchandise sales, refreshments, informational signage and handouts, and a projector
for speakers’ presentations. The programs included a background of Testing the Waters and the Rock
River Basin presented by Project Coordinator Suzanne Wade, a description of the sampling gear
presented by Eric Compas, an overview of water impairment in the Rock River basin by DNR TMDL
Coordinator Mark Riedel, a welcome address by a local dignitary, and one or more keynote speakers from
the local water conservation community. Rock River Coalition members attended programs for free, and
non-members were asked to provide a five dollar donation. Each speaker was filmed and the videos were
uploaded to the RRC Facebook page. Speakers and other dignitaries were given a thank-you gift of a RRC
blue wine glass.
Horicon, Monday May 16
River-Based Ecotourism as a Basis for Downtown Placemaking. Horicon Economic Development
Coordinator Jim Shaefer
The Rock River Coalition is looking for more citizen stream monitors in Dodge County. The Rock River
Coalition Monitoring Coordinator will talk about the importance and role of citizen monitors and how you
can join our Rock River Basin team of over 100 citizen monitors.
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Note: We thought Jim’s talk would bring in a lot of people as when we first talked he hadn’t shared this
with anyone. Between then and our presentation, he had done several focus groups and met with most of
the local businesses. So what we thought would be compelling to the local audiences wasn’t and only one
person showed up. It was a good chance to practice our presentations. Since Mark Riedel could not attend
a couple of the evening events, it was critical that Bill Frisbee and I would hear his talk. We had to be the
presenters on the nights he wasn’t available.
Hustisford, Tuesday May 17
Dennis Uecker Hustisford Village President, the importance of water quality of the Rock River and Lake
Sinissippi as it affects recreational opportunities for community residents and visitors, and how the Rock
River influences the attractiveness of the village as a place to live and as a driver of economic
development.
Jim Gronowski: Lake Sinissippi Improvement District’s current projects and future concerns and Mike
Grant, Lake Sinissippi Association President, who will discuss the projects of the association.
Note: It was a good turnout, but mostly those who were already involved with the lake groups.
Harnischfeger, Wednesday May 18
Jill Bedford will discuss how Tall Pines Conservancy has played a key role in protecting water quality in
the Rock River Watershed through forming strong partnerships and protecting farmland through
Conservation Easements. Jill will highlight their most recent project located across the river from
Harnischfeger Park.
Note: Really good conversation, but not many people present, holding it in Oconomowoc might have
been a better choice, but it had been a really long paddle day, and shouldn’t have held a community
program at all.
Jefferson Rotary Park, Sunday May 22, Noon - 1:30
Fisheries in the Rock: Ben Huessner, DNR Fisheries
Note: Few people attended, but they were interested. We had out 30 or so different DNR Wild Cards, and
invited kids to come and pick them out. Did this in Watertown as well.
Fort Atkinson Club, Monday May 23
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Cities and Water Quality Improvements: Progress made to date and goals for the future: Andy Selle, Fort
Atkinson City Engineer
Note: Best turn-out,
Janesville Traxler Park, Tuesday May 24
After the Flush: How Your Treatment Plan Works and Meeting the TMDL - Joe Zakovec, City of
Janesville WWTP Supervisor
Note: Mostly municipal staff attended with a sprinkling of others.
Beloit Riverside Park, Wednesday May 25
RRC Annual Meeting, Celebration and Sneak Peek at Our New Interactive Citizen Stream Monitoring
Map: Nancy Sheehan, RRC Stream Monitoring Coordinator
Note: I had intended us to share stories, but our team members mostly gave very short impressions and
thoughts. So the event didn’t last as long as expected. This was the only locations where we should have
had a mic, it was hard to hear Nancy discuss the map. We had had great weather all ten days, and just as
we left it started to pour. Almost couldn’t see to drive home.

What was learned:
•

Some of the events in smaller communities (especially on weekdays) were not very well-attended
compared to events in larger cities and on weekends. Attendance may have been better if we’d
focused our resources on 2-5 larger events rather than several smaller ones.

•

Sharing on social media both the meeting content and the fact that snacks would be provided may
have helped to intrigue a younger generation.

•

Mid-day weekend programs, held in parks along the river, drew in more individuals who had not
yet heard of the RRC, whereas the evening programs drew mostly community members who
already supported the RRC. These daytime programs could better take advantage of this
opportunity through additional funding for food or entertainment (i.e. barbecue or picnic, maybe a
collaboration with local musicians) to draw in these community members. This would need to be
balanced with the need to keep paddling.
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•

Mid-day weekend programs were a bit of a problem; when they were too close to the start of the
day, paddlers didn’t want to stop for a program. They worked better when held at lunchtime.

•

Instead of a community program, perhaps organizing a “Man on the Street” effort with short
videos (2 - 3 Minutes) taken of key people. Many of the keynote speakers could have met us at a
park or community location and been filmed as they talked about their topic and their community.
These short videos could be posted on the Facebook page and thus would be available to
everyone, not just those who attended a meeting. This would take a dedicated videographer to
handle the scheduling, interviews and editing, plus someone to vigorously promote it.

•

For all community events, having the “city captains” or community coordinators as discussed
previously would have been helpful.

K-12 Outreach
In October about nine months before the event, letters were sent to all elementary and middle schools in
the communities along the route, and directly to teachers who had participated in the Rock River
Stormwater Group’s summer institute. These were save the date and contact us if you wish to be involved
in the event.
Anna Courtier, UW-Whitewater and Becky Binz, Rock River Stormwater Group sent emails out in April
prior to the event to schedule classes.
During the event, Rachel Terracina and Karl Brandstaetter, UW-Whitewater Science Outreach students,
met with 429 K through 12th-grade students in 7 different schools.
The school visits went well. The 7 schools that were visited ranged from elementary through high
school. Three main activities were highlighted. The first used the Enviroscape landscape models and
allowed students to do some hands-on exploration to visualize the effects of surface water run off on
rivers and lakes. Next, the online web portal for the real-time Testing the Waters data was shown to the
students, and they discussed connections between the model and the community paddling project. Third,
a “sum of the parts” activity allowed students to design or develop a fictional plot of land that had some
sort of waterfront access. These individual land plots were then pieces together to represent communities
along a river, and discussions of impact of pollution/run-off on the properties up and downstream.
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What was learned:
•

The approach used to reach out to schools was adequate, but could be enhanced for even more
contact with K-12 students.

•

The primary lesson learned regarding the activities was that all of these activities are very
scaleable. Going into the project, we knew that the activities had a lot of flexibility, but it was
very encouraging to see how engaging they were for 2nd grade through high school students. The
level of discussion varied between groups of course, but both the Enviroscape and “sum of the
parts” activities worked for all groups.

•

A secondary lesson is that the older students seemed a bit more engaged with the real-time realdata component of the project. This makes sense based on quantitative skills encourage with high
schoolers. The approach of using the real-time data during this project was a combination of
show-and-tell, exploratory, and discussion. Opportunities exist to design specific high-school
level curricula or activities around this data. Community case studies appear to be very successful
ways to engage students of all levels, and this could be an opportunity to design more quantitative
experiences for high schoolers.

Conclusions
This event was extraordinarily successful in so many ways, including the real-time mapping of water
quality. For a smaller organization, the project was quite an ambitious undertaking with substantial
technical and logistical challenges to overcome. While we successfully met those challenges, we perhaps
gave short shrift to the marketing and promotion of the event and didn't achieve all of our community
event and online participation targets.
The RRC board does not expect to do this type of large multi-day event in the near future. However much
of what we learned, and ways to improve would be easy to do for one day paddle events. For example, a
group in Milwaukee has approached us about using the array for one of their public water events.
We look forward to using our arrays again in the future. We are thrilled that we could do this event and
use cutting-edge technology to bring much-needed attention to the Rock River. We appreciate the support
for a novel and experimental approach to communicating water quality concerns to the general public. We
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look forward to deploying our array in new ways and to further use technology to understand and
highlight the issues our river faces.
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Appendix A: Reference Materials
Sponsor Handout

22

23

TTW Brochure:

24

25

26

TTW Poster (one example - five were produced)

TTW Program

27

28

Banner (posted on vehicle and outside event locations, produced 6
feet by 2 feet)

29

Postcard Message: The following was put on a postcard and will be
mailed back to the participant’s one month after the event.
We appreciate everything you do for the Rock River. Please check those items you do & put an X by
those items you plan on doing.
__ Keep leaves out of the gutter
__ Keep water on your land by: __Directing downspouts to lawn, __Using a rain barrel,
__ Always picking up after your pets
__ Only using non-phosphorus fertilizer on your lawn,
__ Fertilizing to a soil test or only after Memorial Day and Halloween
__ Cut your lawn high – 3 Inches and let the lawn clippings lie
__ Compost your yard waste
Other:
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Appendix B Data Array and Phosphorus Data

Supplies needed for water quality arrays

Cost
Item

Source URL

#

(w/S&H)

Total

Rack to
mount on

http://www.harmonygear.com/products/10123/Har

kayak

mony‐Fishing‐Tool‐Bar.html

Waterproof

http://www.walmart.com/ip/Plano‐Guide‐

$35

1

$35

case for phone Waterproof‐Stowaway/17126449

$5

1

$5

Arduino

$10

1

$10

$156

1

$156

$258

1

$258

$218

1

$218

$33

1

$33

$66

1

$66

https://www.atlas‐

pH kit

scientific.com/product_pages/kits/ph‐kit.html

https://www.atlas‐

DO Kit

scientific.com/product_pages/kits/do_kit.html

https://www.atlas‐

EC Kit

scientific.com/product_pages/kits/ec_k0_1_kit.html

https://www.atlas‐

Power isolator scientific.com/product_pages/circuits/pwr‐iso.html

DO

https://www.atlas‐

Maintenance

scientific.com/product_pages/chemicals/do_mainte
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Kit

nance.html

Misc supplies

Totes, cable ties and other hardware

$50

1

$50

$13.05

3

$39.15

$17.80

2

$35.60

$30

2

$60.00

pH
buffer/calibrat

http://www.benmeadows.com/oakton‐ph‐cleaning‐

ion solution

and‐storage‐solutions_36817243/

pH storage

http://www.benmeadows.com/oakton‐ph‐cleaning‐

solution

and‐storage‐solutions_36817243/

EC calibration http://www.benmeadows.com/labchem‐
conductivity‐standard_37214104/

solution

Final Phosphorus Results
Rock River Samples from Testing the Waters

Sample number matches bottle number

Sample

Date

Location

Result as P

Lab

Contact

Horicon DPW

Dave

in mg/L

1

5/15/2016

Mayville - Rotary Park

0.181

Magnussen

2

5/15/2016

Mayville - Above Gill

0.333

Horicon DPW

Creek

3

32

5/15/2016

Mayville - Below Gill

Dave
Magnussen

0.174

Horicon DPW

Dave

Creek

4

5/15/2016

Mayville - Above Irish

Magnussen

0.133

Horicon DPW

Creek

5

5/15/2016

Mayville - Below Irish

Magnussen

0.153

Horicon DPW

Creek

6

5/15/2016

Horicon Marsh -

5/16/2016

Horicon Marsh -

0.259

Horicon DPW

5/16/2016

Horicon Marsh - Above

0.188

Horicon DPW

5/16/2016

Horicon Marsh - Below

0.212

Horicon DPW

5/16/2016

Horicon Legion Park

Dave
Magnussen

0.344

Horicon DPW

Confluence of Rock

10

Dave
Magnussen

Confluence of Rock

9

Dave
Magnussen

Greenhead Landing

8

Dave
Magnussen

Greenhead Landing

7

Dave

Dave
Magnussen

0.342

Horicon DPW

Dave
Magnussen

11

5/17/2016

Horicon Kiwanis Park

0.206

Horicon DPW

Dave
Magnussen

12

5/17/2016

Hustisford Neider Park

0.23

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

13

5/18/2016

Hustisford Lion's Park

0.22

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

14

5/18/2016

Above Rubicon River

0.28

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach
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15

5/18/2016

Below Rubicon River

0.28

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

16

5/18/2016

Above Baker Creek

0.28

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

17

5/18/2016

Below Baker Creek

0.3

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

18

5/18/2016

Above Davy Creek

0.29

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

19

5/18/2016

Below Davy Creek

0.28

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

20

5/18/2016

Harnischfeger Park

0.27

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

21

5/19/2016

Harnischfeger Park

0.24

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

22

5/19/2016

Above Ashippun River

0.23

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

23

5/19/2016

Below Ashippun River

0.22

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

24

5/19/2016

Kanow County Park

0.25

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

25

5/20/2016

Kanow County Park

0.24

Oconomowoc

Tom Steinbach

26

5/20/2016

Above Tributary

0.23

Watertown

Kevin Freber

0.3

Watertown

Kevin Freber

5034373 - Possibly
Different Tributary

27

5/20/2016

Below Tributary
5034373 - Possibly
Different Tributary

34

28

5/20/2016

Above Oconomowoc

0.21

Watertown

Kevin Freber

0.08

Watertown

Kevin Freber

0.18

Watertown

Kevin Freber

River

29

5/20/2016

Below Oconomowoc
River

30

5/20/2016

Watertown - Willow
Street

31

5/21/2016

Watertown - Tivoli Park

0.16

Watertown

Kevin Freber

32

5/21/2016

Watertown - Below

0.15

Watertown

Kevin Freber

Dam

33

5/21/2016

Above Hans Lake

0.16

Jefferson

Todd Clark

34

5/21/2016

Below Hans Lake

0.21

Jefferson

Todd Clark

35

5/21/2016

Johnson Creek - Above

0.18

Jefferson

Todd Clark

0.21

Jefferson

Todd Clark

0.19

Jefferson

Todd Clark

0.2

Jefferson

Todd Clark

Johnson Creek

36

5/21/2016

Johnson Creek - Below
Johnson Creek / Rock
River Park

37

5/22/2016

Johnson Creek - Rock
River Park

38

35

5/22/2016

Jefferson - Above Dam

39

5/22/2016

Jefferson - Above

0.21

Jefferson

Todd Clark

0.22

Jefferson

Todd Clark

Fort Atkinson - Klement 0.16

Jefferson

Todd Clark

Fort Atkinson

Paul

Crawfish

40

5/22/2016

Jefferson - Below
Crawfish

41

5/22/2016

Park

42

5/23/2016

Fort Atkinson - Klement 0.18
Park

43

5/23/2016

Fort Atkinson - Above

Christiansen

0.18

Fort Atkinson

Bark River

44

5/23/2016

Fort Atkinson - Below

Christiansen

0.16

Fort Atkinson

Bark River

45

5/23/2016

Fort Atkinson - HWY

5/23/2016

Vinnie Haha Landing

Paul
Christiansen

0.16

Fort Atkinson

26 Bridge

46

Paul

Paul
Christiansen

0.08

Fort Atkinson

Paul
Christiansen

47

5/24/2016

Indianford Below Dam

0.107

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

48

5/24/2016

Fulton - Above Yahara

0.107

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

0.159

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

River

49

36

5/24/2016

Fulton - Below Yahara

River

50

5/24/2016

Janesville - Above

0.081

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

0.09

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

0.093

Janesville

Joe Zakovec

0.17

Beloit

Joe Valerius

0.18

Beloit

Joe Valerius

0.16

Beloit

Joe Valerius

0.15

Beloit

Joe Valerius

Marsh Creek

51

5/24/2016

Janesville - Below
Marsh Creek

52

5/24/2016

53

54

Janesville - Traxler Park

NO Bottle

5/25/2016

Janesville - Afton Rd
Launch

55

5/25/2016

Afton - Above Bass
Creek

56

5/25/2016

Afton - Below Bass
Creek

57

37

5/25/2016

Beloit - Rotary Center

Appendix C YSI Probe Comparison

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Appendix D: Partners and Team Members

Partner Organizations
UW-Whitewater
Wisconsin DNR
Current Data
Rock River Trail Initiative
Jefferson County Land and Water Conservation Department
University of Wisconsin-Extension

Team Members
Rock River Coalition, Program Coordinator: Suzanne Wade,
Current Data Developer and UW-W Professor: Eric Compas
DNR Partner: Mark Riedel
UW-W Outreach Coordinator: Anna Courtier
Rock River Trail Initiative: Greg Farnham
Jefferson County LWCD: Patricia Cicero
UWEX Partner: Joe Van Rossum
Community Partner: Sandy Thorpe-Weeden
Beloit Engineer and Paddler: Bill Frisbee
Rock County Parks Partner: David Hoffman
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Rock River Stormwater Group: Becky Binz
Logistics Coordinators: Joanna O'Brien and Caitlin Peterson
Water Resource Associates: Jeffrey Smyczek and Porter Vande Voort
Outreach Associates: Rachel Terracina and Karl Brandstaetter
Water Array Testing and Construction: Michael Smith
GIS and Server Associate: Tyler Tomaszewski
Cartography and GIS: Grace Barrett
RRC Administrative Assistant: Ingrid West
RRC President: Jane Carlson
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Appendix E: Budget
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Appendix E: Facebook and Google Metrics
Screen captures of Facebook and Google web traffic.
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53
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Appendix E Partner Comments
From mark Riedel:
Thank you, I will only have time to do a quick review by next week…I am very busy right now. I will
share the following, but perhaps you’ve captured this already….
I think something VERY important to share, and that clearly shows the benefit and value of an event such
as this is the observations of the paddlers along the river, even if probes may not have specifically
sampled certain metrics. Specifically, I am thinking about the abundance of Carp and turbidity from
Horicon all the way to Koshkonong. The fact that carp were so widespread and populous, and the damage
to the river beds, wetlands and aquatic vegetation we observed all along this section of the river….the
turbidity plumes from the carp spawning mixing into the river water…
The fact that Horicon was SO turbid….despite being a very large, slow moving, flat wetland complex
with extensive emergent vegetation….and in-line with the Rock River… Pair this with our long-term
P/TSS data for Horicon marsh…
Similarly with Sinnissippi….and for miles and miles and miles down river…..hustisford, watertown, ft.
Atkinson, Jefferson, etc. all of our river communities….and to paraphrase Andy Selle….what is clean
water worth?
Then….
Remarkably….and SO dramatically!
An ENTIRELY different river downstream of Koshkonong….water clarity of 4-6 ft….seeing fish
swimming along the bottom, seeing mussels on the bottom, far less sediment, turbidity and appreciably
fewer carp by visual observation.
These facts have profound implications for our efforts and how we might want to shape our
implementation initiatives. If we cannot improve the water quality in these large shallow systems
(Horicon and Sinnissippi)….what hope is there for the mainstem of the Rock River?
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We see downstream of Koshkonong just how amazing the river can be…..how much
clearer…cleaner…..imagine if that extended all the way up to Horicon! If all of our river cities shared
these clean and clear waters….. what is clean water worth?
Sandy’s Poem?
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Thanks! Mark.

